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Release Notes
v1.0  March 14, 2014  Maria Sandberg  Spec created
v1.1  March 19 2014  Maria Sandberg  Added accept / deny call. Removed camera and mic permissions for link generator.
v1.2  March 20 2014  Maria Sandberg  Added back note about non-webRTC browser case



Key Flows



Harry - Initiating call 

Harry clicks the Loop button in Firefox Nightly. A door hanger drops down a link. Harry copies the link 
using shortcuts and sends it to Sally.

Sally - Opening link and accepting permissions

Sally receives a link from Harry. She clicks on the link. The link opens up in a new tab in Nightly. A 
generic permissions doorhanger is shown where Sally can choose which camera and microphone to 
share.

Firefox OS

Audio and video call

Logitech camera

Built in microphone

Share selected devices

Notes

Desktop, not webRTC compliant

The link opens up a new tab in 
Sally’s default browser and 
informs her she needs to 
download Nightly to proceed with 
the call. 

Non-desktop device, any browser 

The link opens up in Sally’s 
default browser and informs her 
that this device isn’t supported 
and that she needs to click it 
when using a desktop.

A

A

Would you like to share your camera and 
microphone with loop.mozilla.com?

Camera to share:

Microphone to share

http://yourvideocall.com/harry

Share this link with a friend to video call

Your friend will call you by clicking the link. A 
window will be shown in the bottom right 
corner or your browser and you can answer 
the call from there.



Harry - Answering call

A call window appears at the bottom of Harry’s tab with the options for Harry to accept or decline the 
call. Harry clicks to accept.
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Sally - Waiting for call to start

A call window is shown, indicating that it’s waiting for Harry to pick up. 

Harry - Call starting

The call starts. Harry can see the video stream of Sally and a smaller one of himself.

Sally - Call starting

When Harry has accepted the call, Sally can see a video stream of him as well as a smaller one of her-
self.

Calling...

Incoming video call...

AcceptDecline



Harry - Ongoing call

As Harry and Sally are talking Harry can switch tabs within Nightly and have his video call window open 
at the same time.
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Sally - Ongoing call

Sally can leave the tab the call is open in but will not be able to see the call window if she does.



Harry - Call ending
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Notes

A simple feedback form is 
embadded. Actual copy for 
questions to be provided by 
Romain.

Sally - Call ending

To end the call Sally can hit the “hang up” button, close the tab that the call is loaded in, or quit 
NIghtly. This stops the call and clears the video stream from her screen. 

Harry - Ongoing call

Harry recieves feedback that the call has ended and a short optional survey appears for him to �ll out.

Sally - Call ended

Sally recieves feedback that the call has ended and a short optional survey appears for her to �ll out.

Your call has ended. 
Thanks for trying out Loop!

A

A

Your call has ended. 
Thanks for trying out Loop!

Give feedback

A

Give feedback

How was the quality of your call?
Excellent
Okay
Poor

How was the quality of your call?
Excellent
Okay
Poor



Thanks!


